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I By Leonard Kup t•nhoven 
· On Monday, Octol:wr I~ the Camplx>ll 
~foot Court topic handouh \\f'H.· left outside 
t
he door of the Moot Court offin• with a sign 
o"tnke one." Those who compli<'d were in for 
uite a shock. "\Ve pick<-d tt up ... we got 
r.enthouse!" said 2L Jim Loh~ .. nr.. Bet\wen 
th~ tim~ the bonrd left.th<>ronit ~nnd the timt> 
Lob:;enz and his pnrln~.>r .iohn Panourgia:; 
P.icked t.hern up a prnnks~.<·r wmpt>red \vith 
~hem. Someone replaced tlw district court's pinion in the handout w1th n very explicit ieee of reader corre~;pondence from enthouse magazine. Ulh~Pn:Z snid the piece 
~as about "group sex and mo\.; ng." 
. None of the members of th<' moot rourl 
board knew exactly how many copies of the 
~ltered manuscript had l)(> .. n picked up. 
Michael Wendorf, one ofth1• hoard members 
I . 
F.hd say that he had had acoupl(• of people talk 
to him nbout the extrE"mt>l) !:t' xist nnd oflen· 
See ~loot pagE> FOt;R 
By D en nis Shin 
The University of Michigan has been 
selected as the site for the Federalist Society's 
8th Annual National Symposium. 3-L Todd 
Ehlman, president oft he Michigan chapter of 
the Federalist Society, anticipates that the 
event, tentatively scheduled for March 10-11, 
will attract j udges, schola rs, and law stu-
dents from across the country. Last year's 
symposi um,Are There Unenumerated Rights 
in the Constitution?,was held at the Univer-
sity of Virginia Law School and drew over 
seven hundred people. Past participants have 
included Justice Scalia, Judges Bork, 
Ginsburg, Posner, and Easterbrook, Senator 
Orrin Hatch, and Constitutional scholar 
Lawrence Tribe. 
This year's symposium, which unt il re-
cently had been scheduled for U-C Berkeley, 
will mark the first time the University of 
Michigan Law School has hosted the event 
and marks the culmination of intense effort 
put forth by the local chapter . "The national 
symposium is the biggest event the law school 
has had in several years," notes Ehlman, who 
is in the process of working with the national 
organization in formulati ng a topic (a consti-
tutional proper ty/ takings clause issue) and 
arranging speaker commitments. As of this 
date, a list of 50 potential speakers has been 
drawn up. The symposium will involve a 
series of panel discussions involving Law 
School faculty and leading judicial scholars 
in what promises to be a balanced exchange of 
viewpoints. 
The Federalist Society was founded in 
April'82 by a group who were concerned,,, th 
the role of the Judiciary and the Separation of 
Powers . The Michigan Chapter, presently 
composed offifty active members, was founded 
in 1985 and was the last of the "top ten law 
See Federal ists p age FOUR 
Entertainment for Law Students 
The t:nivers ity of ~Iichigan Law chool Oc tober 19, 19 8 
Profs To Receive Ne\V Post, Honors 
By Do n Wh eaton 
Law Professor John H. Jackson hns been 
named an University Associate Vice Presi-
dent, and Associate Dean Edward H. Cooper 
and Law Professor J ames E . Krier will hold 
endowed named professorships. 
Effective September 1, and approved by 
the U-~1 Regents at their Sep-
tember 15-16 meeting, 
Jnckson's appointment ,vilJ be 
as Associate Vice President for 
Acndemic Affairs 'vith respon-
sibility for the University's 
international activities. 
"This is a new position Jim 
Duderstadtset up to try to build 
understanding and coordina-
tion between activities in in-
ternational studies and re-
search," explained Jackson. 
"There has been concern 
that the University has not 
gotten the recognition it deserves because it 
has not put the pieces together as a whole. 
Also, before now, there has not been a focal 
point for coordination and communication," 
Jackson continued. 
"Basically, I'm involved in long-range 
planning. !11 be preparing a report to be 
transmitted to Duderstadt and his colleagues 
sometime this year," said Jackson. 
RobertS. Holbrook, Interim Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs, noted, '"This ap-
pointment is intended to highlight the impor-
tance of international and area studies at the 
sion. The nation's business leaders advise us 
that the global nature of the economy de-
mands better international education of our 
students. Many of our most pressing prob-
lems- from environmental issues to disease 
- transcend national boundaries. tinder-




our national security but also to 
1 ~ our struggle against ethnocen-
1 ~' W PC trism. Indeed, the global nature 
of scholarship itself mandates 
1 that we take positive steps to 
bolster international aren stud-
ies on our campus," Holbrook 
continued. 
University PresidentJames 
1 J . Duderstadt helped initiate the 
' new position while he was still 
Krier J ackson 
provost. "The depth and rich-
ness of ourintellectual resources 
make the U-)1 one of the pre-
mier institutions in the nation 
U-M. The international dimension of teach-
ing and research is a critical component of 
~f::rt~tWrL ictfrofessional educa-
"There is almos{ Q RAJ~ 'todern 
society thatJacks an international dimen-
for meeting the global challenges of the 21st. 
century," said Duderstadt. 
UCT 21 1988 
Simma: Internationaltv lk~Prt1[J 
"The Universi ty encompasses distin· 
guished area studies centers, excellent inter-
national curricula in many disciplines, and a 
faculty that is highly regarded in interna-
tional fields of scholarship. We have one of 
the nation's largest representatives offoreign 
students. Jackson's appointment \vill pro-
vide coordination and visibility to these ex-
tensiveinternational capabilities which exis t 
on our campus," Duderstadt concluded. By Clinto n Ellio tt and :\lark Gottlieb 
As one of West Gerrr.. r y':; !t-ading ex-
perts on international pubhc law, Professor 
Bruno Simma has brougnt con:;iderable theo-
retical and governmentnl <'xpcrience to the 
Law School. 
The co-author of UniverseliE>s Volkerre-
cht, one of the most promirwnt West German 
international legal textbooks and a govern-
ment appointed representative to the Cnited 
);ation's Committee on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights, Simma IS optimistic about 
the poss ibilities of Europcnn economic inte-
gration in 1992, but is cautious about the 
impact of the impending integration on cer-
tain social and human rights advances made 
over the Jnst several years. 
During a wide-ranging interview \vith 
the Res Gestae in his moderately proportioned 
ninth-floor office in the Legal Research build-
tog, Stmma spoke of a renewed international 
interest in the efficacy of the {;nited ~ations 
as a forum for the reSC'lution of bilateral 
disputes. \Vhile noting that part of this im-
provement is due to the general warming of 
relations between the superpowers, he was 
absolutely clear that the "medium-sized 
powers," such as West Germany, France, 
England and Japan, have been and continue 
to be the backbone of this century's most 
effective international institution. 
"In recent years I developed a special 
interest in human rights and the interna-
tional protection oftheserights," said Simma, 
a soft-spoken man with a sharp mind and 
somewhat analytic manner. "Then, the For-
eign Office of the Federal Republic proposed 
me as a candidate to the U~ committee. I was 
electedintothatcommitteein 1986,"headded. 
Jackson noted, "I'm only committed to 
ee Pros page FOUR 
"The Committee's task is to superVJse or !rr~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~:m 
control reports by states, that is, members of 
an internationnl treaty of these rights-the 
International Covenant of Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights. Parties to this conven-
tion must present reports every couple of 
years. Our body consists of 18 independent 
experts who review these reports and seek 
supplemental information and then report to 
the Economic and Social Council of the United 
Nations." 
Simma explained that the covenant 
obliges the signatones to achieve progress in 
See Simma page FOUR 
Clinic/Seminar 
Deadline Today 
Request forms for seminars and 
clinics are due today in Room 300 by 4:00 
p.m. Seminars which require an interview 
must have the interview completed before 
submitting a request. 
Note that the LSSS s tudE>nt tax of 
SIO must be paid and the pink receipt 
accompany the request form 
TheRe. GMtae- October It, 1188 - pace two 
Editor ill CIIJq: Paul Cum oiA 
Jl~ Ediltlr. Jocko Kn.oppmoaa 
8Uiittat JI41UJ11U: Lla& Creiteaba-f 
N""" Kerf Cbnowtth 
OpiAIDft: Robert Coldberl 
FCGiuru: Scou c-ler 
C,mputu CJ111ul/411t: Jim Hend.....,n 
lAw i~t tlot RIJJII: C,lln Zick, Eric Luo- Joe KcUmeyer 
Crap/lit:l: 
SIQ/T: Paul Adelman, Llaa Batey, Ted Bolema, Jean Jltoennan, Bill Burlord, 
Tim Connon, Noreen Date-Warr!ck, Chrlltlne Drylie, Clinton Elliott, Tony 
Ettore, Joaeph Ford, Mark Gottlieb, Pam Heatlle, Harold Hunt..-, Andrew 
Kok, Leonard Kuyvcnhovcn, Ellen Marko, Maureen McAndrew, Chria 
McGuire, John Myur, Stepbenic Oana, St<>ve Oloon, John Panourglao, 
Eunice Park,llliloo rteonlck, Llaa Salvia, Oennio Shin, Evle Shockley, Dave 
SiMon, Sarah Sc.,.,..., Don Wh.,..ton, Tim Horton. 
'TbcRn Ccrrtae aa pu.bbahtdcvuy W edrac!ayd»ntlC t.bt rqu1ar ~year by ttudrtnt. ci'l'bc UruwnAty 
rl MJdl2{tn Law School. Opnionl o:prOtwd l.n 'byli.Md at\ldte art thoa o( the authCII"', a.nd dg not 
n~rily np-"!IH:nt \bt opu'Uon r:l the: ~tonal utr. Ar"'<k• ma,y 'be repnn.tecl wil.hou.t pe"m..~J~t~on. 
pnMdtd that tht au !.her and The Ret Ct:ttae ut cf'tllht.tc! and noutied. ~&ilU\i add.re~~~: l:ru¥U'tlty or 
)bdupaLaw School. 300 Hul<blntl!all, AMAtllor. Ml <6100·121$. Ph..,.,(3U) =3. 
Attid•,ICUCI"' a.•,d nodcCII fot 'l'ht Rt.t Giw\.ae should 'be tubiDltted to Room 700B by &."()()p.m. .., the 
Sund.q pr«edutt publica bOn. ltm:11 wb=iu.ed tJW:r thlt bc:t WlO not norm.aDy be conad.cred. for 
induaon in titt foUOW'in3 , .. ...._ AI\CMJ,..,•u Utb'"l•• i4N &-ill 1t0lk prittlftl '"'k" 1/w id#ttli.l1 of 
lA~ oMtl!or u di,.~hH'fl 'o Ow •dilon . ,.., tlwrr U o to~m,., NQ.I.O,. (01" tlw o.•dltor lca I"MWl-i,. 
aACNt1ffttOtU, 
Road Less Traveled 
ToDAY MARKS the penultimate interview-
request deadline for the 1988 on-campus 
interviewing season. This, of course, is not the 
end of the fun and frolic: interviews will continue 
into November, flybacks will occur throughout 
the term and r esumes will be sent to finns not 
coming to town. With the frantic pace that 
accompanies interviewing, a pause to reflect is 
in order. 
For those of us lucky enough to know what 
areaoflawtheywish topracticeaftergraduation, 
the selection of firms has been relatively easy, 
and probably many of these folks have either 
decided on an offer or have a set of options in 
order. Fortheother400ofus, there are probably 
a few nibbles of interest, l)utsome doubt as to the 
exact field of interest, choice of city and various 
other particulars. 
This time provides the opportunity to 
examine options not previously explor ed. One 
would be public-interest work. This is the time 
to inquire with agencies for different approaches 
to utilizing one's training. It is also time to check 
out possible grants, such as SFF, to supplement 
summer income. Another course is clerking for 
a court; valuable "real life" experience can be 
gained this way. The government offers a further 
set of opportunities. 
Still, grabbing the cash is attractive. And 
why not? It costs a lot to go to law school, and 
there are great opportunit ies to learn and maK:e 
some money. But scope out all the possibilities. 
Don't choose the most-traveled pathjust because 
so many others do. 
Softball Reminiscing 
The qualifying games for the University of 
Virginia softball tournament were held this past 
weekend. Although most participants took the 
competition seriously, the day was dominated 
by good sports and good fJl,ll . Congratulations to 
Smell the Glove and the Sluggers on their success 
and we wish them more of the same in ol 'Virginny. 
As for the RG, we gave a good effort and we 
thank all those who played for our team, 
especially those who had weddings to stand up 
in and relatives and friends waiting. It was 
saddening, however, that some people could not 
be lured outside on a beautiful fall day because 
of football on the television and radio, 
engagement parties and, iii the pathetic case of 
a certain Rotisserian, DOING HOMEWORK. 
What's happening to America? 
e~0t~er .. . 
------ Jocko on Life 
\Fr.R.i1~·t 
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Monday's Maudlin Mess 
By Jocko Knappmann 
This column is the first one I've written on my own 
computer. Thanks to the U-M Computer Kickoff and a 
sizeable chunk of cash, I've now got my very own Macintosh. 
Let me tell you, I'm pretty excited about it. One immediate 
advantage is that I can write my column in my room with the 
football game on the telly and a beer in my hand instead of at 
theRGoffice with a beer in my hand. My trusty little l\1ac will 
also come in mighty handy later on tonight when I finish 
cranking out a paper for my Law and Economics seminar. 
(Faithful readers would have cause to wonder what in the 
world I'm doing in a seminar, much less one about Law, much 
less one about Law and Economics. All I can say is that I have 
to take a seminar at some point or they'll never let me get out 
of this place and I might as well learn about something which 
I'm basically clueless about and economics definitely fits that 
bill. Faithful readers will also have cause to wonder why I 
have yet to mention Mary Houle in my column this week, and 
didn't even mention her last week. All I can say is that the 
woman has got enough free publicity out of me and 111 never, 
ever mention her name in this column again. Faithful readers 
won't wonder why there is this hugest, longest passage inside 
of parentheses because they're more than used to it by now. 
And now back to our story, in which our young but sincere 
legal scholar has recently taken delivery of his very own 
computer.) 
I waited a long time before I made the big buy, and part 
of me thinks I waited too long. This being my third year at law 
school (a year made oh-so-much-more enjoyable by being 
lucky enough to meet first years Carole, Sheryl and Rachel, a/ 
k/a The Babes I might add, although perhaps I should also 
mention John and Mi Young who at least show up when I pla n 
a party unlike theotherpeoplein me and Catherine Courtney's 
(grammatically incorrect but I never let that stop me) Orien-
tation Group you ungrateful slimes (just kidding)), it was 
pretty much my last chance at getting my Mac through the 
University (did you manage to keep up with the train of 
thought in this sentence even though it has a long side-track 
before and this side-track here, too?). Hopefully, I made a 
reasoned choice. I know a lot of people who have computers. 
It seems like most of those who have their own computers 
bought a Mac over an IBM. The reason I did is basically 
simple: I've been using one at this newspaper and for my 
papers for three years now. I'm quite Cf)mfortablewithit. And 
you gotta love a computer that smiles at you when you turn 
it on. 
Reactions from my friends have varied. My parents, who 
knew I was getting it, have this sneaking suspicion that I got 
men very expensive new toy and am just pulling some space-
age wool over their eyes. Believe me, mom, I'm not. (Inciden-
tally, did I ever tell you about my mother? She's the most 
perfect mother on earth, a wonderful woman, and I love her 
very much and I still can't believe how lucky I am to have her 
around.) Some of my friends think i got it so I can play games 
on it. Well, let's just call that a pleasant side benefit (did you 
notice two sentences ago I refused to capitali ze the word I? 
That's my own personal attempt to be as great as e.e. cum-
mings. i don't think I'll ever succeed, mainly because i've 
noticed that even when I sit here and make a sincere effort at 
being humble and being uncapitalized my ego automatically 
kicks in and demands the respect it feels I deserve. Therefore 
i give up and will from now on capitalize i. Well, maybe one 
last time ... i). 
(Later on, the next day ... . ) 
It's now Monday and I'm still finishing up my column. 
What does that mean? Well, for one thing, it means that I'm 
behind, and I hate it when I'm behind in turning in stuff. Like, 
not a good thing for sure, you dig? 
The new toy certainly did it's job last night, though. It's 
certainly a lot easier to work in your own comfy room instead 
of the dreary computer center with tons of these computer 
dweebs. I much prefer hanging outatmyroom in the Lawyers 
Club~ surrounded by law dweebs. I don't know what com-
pelled me to put that funky Rafter Lawyers Club, other than 
a sudden impulse to see what it would look like. I don't know, 
haven't you always thought about putting one of those after 
the name of our legal dorm? It sort of sounds like the kind of 
place where you'd put one of those darn things. Anyway, I'm 
really fired up about working on my hot new computer in my 
hot new room. Then again, my room is neither hot nor new. 
So, if! seem a bttle bit scarce over the next few days, you 
know why. Hey, I've got a lot to learn about this new thing. 
Personally, I can't wait to figure out how to play all of the 
games I've got. I think this is the kind of thing that will 
require a lot of attention and it's probably something I should 
be concerning myself with right now, even as we speak, er 
read. 
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Opinion 
Clear and Present 
The Second Inaugural 
By Robert Goldberg 
~1y fellow Americans, four years ago I stood before you, 
unfired in the crucible of the Presidency, promising to lead 
this country along the path that Ronald Reagan had pio-
neered so many years before. Today, with your 50-state 
blessing, we embark together on the beginning of the end of 
that grand journey. 
First, I royally salute my worthy opponent, a man who 
inspires us all with his eloquence and vision thing. Jesse 
Jackson ran a tough, honest campaign, and I greatly respect 
him for it. But the voters have spoken unequivocally; their 
mandate discredits liber!\lism forever and establishes a new, 
rightward-shifted political fl amework for the post-Bush era. 
Back in 1988, when I ran as the peace-and-prosperity 
candidate of the mainstream against the doom-and-gloom 
Democrats, led by the former Governor on.tassachusetts-
now Brookline Township Tax Assessor- I spoke about the 
greatness America had already achieved and the greatness of 
thlngs to come. I spoke about an America that tenaciously 
defends democracy at home by aggressively fighting Commu-
nism abroad. I spoke about a !onder, gentler nation and the 
thousand points oflight. 
Today, on this glorious January morning with the frosty 
sunlight shimmering off the Capitol, I solemnly accept an-
other term as President. And while I am proud, very proud, 
of what we have accomplished in the past, I am even more 
optimistic about what we can accomplish in the future. 
Thank you, Chief Justice Rehnquist, for adminjstering 
the oath of office. As I know you do, I deeply mourn the 
untimely passings that have taken their toll on the Court 
these past four years. Justicl's Blackmun, Brennan and 
Marshall will be sorely missed by the Court and the country. 
Yet I have the utmost confi dence thnt Justices Hntch, Helms 
and Robertson will masterfully fi ll the tetTibly lnrge vncuum 
left by those three tragic deaths. 
Across the world, freedom is on the mnrch. After only 
four more years of bitter fighting and a mere $1.5 billion in 
aid, the Nicaraguan freedom fighters are closer than ever to 
forcing real concessions from Daniel Ortega's Communist 
dictatorship. Given just a little more time and support, these 
brave lads can win that struggle, and I intend to help them 
any way I can. 
Andjust look what's happening over in the Soviet empire. 
Thank God we didn't listen to the liberals. The Russians 
plowed ahead militarily, and we matched them dollar for 
dollar. Because we pushed ahead on the MX, the Mjdgetman, 
the D-5, the B-1 and the additional carrier group, we've 
maintained our nuclenr superiority. I certainly regret the 
disintegration of glasno.~t and perestroika in the wake of this 
accelerated arms race, but this is a titanic struggle to the 
finish, you know. 
Then there's SDI, that security-insurina ~reakthrough 
that the liberals derisi·1ely condemn ctS "l:ltar Wars." I bow 
Barbara and I sleep better !lt night knowing our missile silos 
are well-protected by orbiting, nuclear-driven X-ray laser 
guns. Every time I look at my little brown grandchildren, I'm 
sure immediate deployment was the right decision. My 
second term \viii see an irreversible commitment to anti-
satellite weapons, space decoys, launch vehicles and other 
space-based technologies. 
Here at home, AmHica is on the move. I'm proud to say 
that this adrninistration has ext'Cuted 31 drug kingpins. 
While this small beginning hasn't deci~ively st.P.mmed the 
tide of drugs pouring across our borders and poisoning our 
kjds, I'm convinced a little more bloodshed \viii do the trick. 
Patriotism is on the rise. Flag sales are up 30 percent, 
due in large part to Executive Order 1776, mandating the 
Pledge of Allegiance before all meals, classes, meetings and 
social gatherings. 
We've cut down on government waste. Vice President 
Quayle's double duty as Secretary of State has saved the 
taxpayers literally thousands of dollars, not to mention the 
added benefits of his exp4'1rience and insight in international 
diplomacy. 
America remains strong. Defense Secretmy North -
whose pnrdon remains one of my proudPst decisions- as-
sures me that our land, sea nnd air forcPs have never been 
readier for war, should such an awful occasion ever arise. 
Our environment is secure. Entrusted to the brilliant 
Interior Secretary Trump, n man who truly understands the 
delicate balance between development and preservation, this 
country's parks and wilderness have never been in safer 
hands. Thanks to the Unblemished Vista Act- one of tills 
nation's greatest pieces of environmental legislation -large 
tankers off the Califor nia coast now shield residents from the 
aggravating eyesore of off-shore drilling rigs. And the Ozone 
Protection Act, wi th its generous funding for sunglasses, 
gloves and floppy hats, should go far toward addressing the 
damage wrought by the ozone layer's degradation. 
And what about the children we've saved! Nearly six 
million of them! No longer do we, as a civilized society, permit 
the wholesale slaughter of our most defenseless- the un-
born. Thanks to the Supreme Court's 1P£G .wersal of Roe u. 
Wade - a shameful decision condemned to history's trash bin 
along with Dred Scott - the nPxt generation of this country 
\\ill avoid the selfi:.h moiE->-tnllnn~ of prE>gna nt criminals. 
We h;we worked hurd, 10 concen wnh thP fh·Pdom-loving 
!\ ational Rifle Association, to insure all AmPricnns· consti tu-
tionally guaranteed right to own handguns. You know, the 
liberals would like to take your protection away, leaving you 
at the mercy of bloodthirsty prisoners on furlough. Well, we 
beat back their attempts to impose onerous seven-day wait-
ing periods, outlaw armor-piercing bullets and limit machine-
gun sales. A well-armed citizenry is the best anti-crime 
measure, I always say. 
I want to briefly mention a decision that sparked quite a 
bit of controversy. Attorney General Nixon proved the liberal 
media wrong. This great American has served every bit as 
admirably as I knew he would. I'm proud of my selection, and 
I'm positive America shares this pride. 
Of course, there remains the very, very, very serious 
problem of the budget deficit. The liberals keep saying they 
need to raise your taxes Read my lips: I say no. Give me the 
tools I need- a line-item veto and balanced-budget amend-
ment-and I'm sure that, through a continued flexible freeze, 
we can mPet the Crnmm-Rudman IV target ofS340 billion by 
1996. 
My friends, we stand on the edge of a virgin era. Already 
people across this great nation are working hard to win the 
repeal of the 22nd amendment, the one limiting a President 
to only two terms. With your help, 1 hope to be the President 
for the new mmenium. 
Thank you, and Crl>d bless you. 
Letter to the Editor --------------------------------------------
Tawana Brawley Revisited 
To the Editor: 
This letter is a response to last week's column "Tawana 
Brawley and CLS" by Cliff Moore. In his piece, Moore 
analogized the handling of the Tswana Brawley case to an 
exercise in ·';ritical Legal Studies (CLS). Moore apparently 
thinks Brawlt:y's lawyers, Alton Maddox and C. Vernon 
Mason, based the treatment of their client's case on tenets of 
GLS. Moore also goes on to describe CLS as one of those 
•absurd concepts divorced from the grubbiness of real life." 
I do not have the desire to debate the virtue of the CLS 
approach to law, but I must say that Moore's description of the 
Tawan.a Brawley case is not appreciated by this reader. 
Brawley's lawyers claim that the racism that exists within 
the New York legal system and the fact that New York 
officials are somehow involved with the perpetra tors of the 
alleged rape will prevent Brawley's case from being afforded 
fai r treatment. The intricacies of this case make it very 
difficult for the outside observer to say what did or did not 
happen. There are many elements that have added to the 
confusion such as the sudden suicide of an individual that fit 
the description of one of Brawley's alleged attackers and the 
less-than-perfect atmosphere surrounding Brawley's home 
life. But .all of this cannot cloud the fact that racism does exist 
witill n the New York legal system. For that matter, it is 
obvious to us all that racism is a stark and grubby reality of 
American life. 
I am not saying that Alton Maddox and C. Vernon Mason 
have taken the correct approach to this case of alleged rape 
and racial persecution, but it does appear tome that they are 
trying to do what they think is in the best interests of their 
client. As prospective attorneys we should all be able to relate 
to that. If one can take a moment to step back from the 
emotions oi this case and look at the reali ty of American 
society past and present, then maybe one can better appreci-
ate the backdrop upon which these attorneys must establish 
their case. 
In America's not.too-distant past, a black woman or cillld 
could be raped, beaten and tortured by members of the 
majority class and nothing would be done about it. For that 
matter, many black women were seen as nothing but objt'Cts 
of perverted pleasure or beasts of burden by a so-called 
civilized majority. As America embarked on new frontiers 
and made remarkable achievements in ail aspects oflife, the 
"idea of equality" was even entertained, and in the past two 
dt'Cades the legal society has reflected tills. But if we look at 
the reality of the situation, there is still a long, long way to go. 
An example of this is the fact that over 80 percent of the prison 
population in America is represented by a group that makes 
up less than 13 percent of the overall pop-..1ntion. Some people 
may say this is deservedly so, but 1 say it is the effect of the 
remnants of a racist legal approach. The Supreme Court 
recently looked into the fact that when a black man rapes a 
white woman he often gets death or some extreme sentence 
that is completely disproportionate to thatofhis white counter-
part, an·.1 their learned legal response amounted to saying, 
"That's the wny it is and there's nothing we are going tv do 
about it: 
So who is to say that the Tswana Brawley episode -
whether it be fact or fiction - would be treated fairly by a 
legal systerr. that has a long record of treating blacks in a less-
than-equitable fashion? Who is to say that tl:e way Maddox 
and Mason handled Brawley's case is not the right way to deal 
with a biased system? We know that r acism exists in all 
aspects of American society like a cancerous growth becoming 
increasingly malignant. So when dealing with reality we 
would be foolish to ignore the true state of American society. 
It is not clear to me that Taw ana Brawley's story is a lie 
nor is it apparent that she is a disturbed young woman. I 
believe CliffMoore's comments to that effect are no more than 
a personal opinion, What really lingers in my mind is, would 
the· legal system have been so quick to condemn Tawana 
Brawley had she been white and the accused rapists black? 
~ony TunneU 
~ "' .. 
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Prof Discusses UN Policy Federalists to Host 
Symposium This Spring 
Continued from P age One 
a variety of fields. Among the social indica-
tors accepted as barometers of social progress 
are: life expectancy, infant mortality, caloric 
intake per day and secondary education. 
"This covenant compels the members to 
do what they can do to realize economic rights 
such as the right to work, the right to food, the 
right to education and soon. One can see how 
difficult it is to measure advances in these 
areas. You cannot measure the implementa-
tion of such a treaty like a lawyer does, it is 
not all black and white," said Simma. "You 
have to j udge whether a certain state makes 
progress by how beneficial certain programs 
are for different segments of the population." 
Turning to the issue of the overall effi-
cacy of the United Nations, Simma main-
tained that the body has been improperly 
criticized asinefficientand ineffective by anti-
internationalist forces that have been unable 
to dis tinguish between the actions of the 
organization itself and those acts perpetrated 
by the individual member states. 
"I think that you have to be very careful 
about blaming the UN for things for which it 
is not responsible," said Simma. "The UN is 
composed of 159 member states and I would 
say that this means that the UN can do only 
as much as the leading member states like 
the United States and the Soviet Union want 
it to do. If you create an organization that 
comprises 159 member states you just cannot 
do wi thout the bureaucracy. It is part of the 
system," said Simma, who was the Director of 
Studies at the Hague Academy of Interna-
tional Law from 1976 to 1982. 
"An English diplomat once said 'the 
Unjted Nations is like a mirror. Sometimes 
in the morning you look into the mjrror and 
you like what you see, but other times you 
don't like what you see.' This is how the UN 
works. States, in a way, look at themselves 
like this. They try to determine what they 
can achieve and most of the time the picture 
is unsatisfactory. However, I think that in 
the last year or so we have had a sort of 
renaissance in the United Kations," said the 
professor, who earned his doctorate oflaw at 
the Universityoflnnsbruck in 1966 and was 
an exchange student at Alleman High School 
in Rock Island, TIIinois during the 1958-59 
academic year. 
Simma attributed this revitalization of 
the UN to a recognition by the Soviet Union 
and the United States that the organization 
could promote the resolution of chronic con-
flicts such as the Iran-Iraq war. 
ur think that they have realized that the 
Uni ted Nations is a useful forum for dealing 
with some of these disputes and that the 
United Nations framework and machineries 
can really help in some critical instances," 
said SimmR. "They can put bilateral disputes 
into a new paradigm and make it easier for 
both sides to come to a come to an agreement. 
This also allows member states to save face in 
some of these conflicts without the impres-
sion that they are giving in to a great power," 
Continue d on page Five 
Dechert, Price 
&Rhoads 
of Philadelphia, New York, 
and Washington D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested second and 
third year students on 
Monday, November 7 
for summer and permanent employment, 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office 
TODAY. 
Continue d fro m Page One 
schools" to do so. The legitimizing purpose of 
the organization, according to Ehlman, is that 
"an open forum for debate, by promoting 
healthy discussion of the issues and a bal-
anced exchange of viewpoints, will prompt 
student involvement." 
While most of the group's energies will be 
focused on organizing the symposium, the 
Federalist Society anticipates a visit by Pr(). 
fessor J eremy Rabkin from Cornell, who will 
discuss the implications of the Yonkers case 
and a forum on judicial selection, scheduled 
for Nov. 3, with professors Friedman and 
Sandalow and a policy advisor from the White 
House. Ehlman encourages anyone who is 
interested in helping organize a national 
symposium to contact him on behalf of the 
Federalist Society. 
Profs Garner Honors 
Continued from Page One 
one year, but that doesn't mean that it can't 
go longer. The position is probably perma-
nent because ofitsimport:mce to the values of 
international studies and research." 
A specialist in legal issues related to 
world trade, Jackson is the Hessel E. Yntema 
Professor of Law. 
J ackson graduated from the Woodrow 
Wilson School of Public and International 
Affairs at Princeton University, and earned 
his law C:egree from U-M in 1959. lie prac-
ticed law in l\lilwaukee and subsequently 
became professor of law at the Univ<'rsity of 
California, Berkeley. During 1965 he was a 
research scholar in Geneva at the h<'adqunr-
ters of the General Agreement on Ta riffs and 
Trade (GA 'IT), and completed a book on GA TI 
which is widely used by governments and 
embassies. 
J ackson joined the faculty of the Law 
School in 1966, and was a visiting professor of 
law in India from 1968-69. He alsohns served 
as general counsel of the U.S. Office of the 
Trade Represent.ati ve, as a Rockefeller Foun· 
dation Fellow studying the European Com-
mon Market, as a consultant to the U.S. 
Congress on international trade negotiations, 
and as a visiting fellow at the lnstiwte for 
International Economics in Washington. He 
has authored several books and numerous 
articles on contract law and international 
economic relations. 
J ackson will continue his research and 
teaching in the Law School on a half-time 
basis. Dean Cooper commented, "Though his 
job may expand to take up more time, we're 
counting on him to teach next year." 
Cooper and Krier were appointed to five-
year endowed chairs, effective September ! st. 
The Regents approved the appointments at 
their September 15th-16th meeting. 
Endowed chairs arc often signals of dis-
tinction and are essentially honorific. A law 
professor begins without tenure, receives 
tenure and is named a full professor, and then 
if the opportunity arises and she is selected, 
she will hold an endowed chair. 
An endowment means that a donor has 
provided money to fund a faculty chair. The 
amount of the endowment varies, and the 
money is used to pay for the professorship in 
a roundabout way: the endowment goes to 
the general fund, but some of it is earmarked 
to fund the professorshjp. 
Cooper has been named the Thomas M. 
Cooley Professor of Law. Cooley was a Dean 
of the Law School in its early years, and was 
Chief Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court. 
He authored several treatises, and was editor 
of an edition of Blackstone. Cooley Law 
School in Lansing also was named after him. 
"I'm vPry pleased by this implicit recog-
ni tion. It's nice to hold a chair named after 
one of the most distinguished names in Michi-
gan l<'gal hbtory, especially since I am from 
Michigan myself,~ Cooper commented. 
"Professor Cooper is a superlative scholar, 
tencher, and administrator," said Dean Lee 
C. Bollinger. "As a scholar, Cooper is proba· 
bly best known as co-author of the leading 
treatise on federal civil procedure, but h is 
vitae is rich \vith scholarly writings in other 
fields oflnw, including anti trust." 
Cooper received his A.B. from Dartmouth 
Collegl.' in 1961. and his L.L.B. from Harvard 
La w School in 1964. He practiced at 
Beaumont, Smith & Hnrris(now merged into 
Clark, Kll•in & B<'numont) and was a n ad-
junct professor ofln w nt Wnyne State U niver-
sity at tht> snmP timl'. "People grouse about 
having my Civil Procl.'dure classat8:00 a.m.," 
snid Coopl.'r, "but wht'n I t.nughtat Wayne the 
class began nt 7:30!" 
Coopl.'r later t."lught nt the University of 
Minnesottl and joined the Michigan faculty in 
1972. 
Krier will serve as the Earl Warren 
DeLano Professor of Law. DeLano was a 
member of the class of 1910. 
"Professor Krier hns authored and co-
authoreda large numberofarticlesand books, 
primarily in the fields of property law and 
environmental law,~ Bollinger said. "Much of 
his writing employs the tools of economjc 
analysis and the perspectives of other social 
sciences to illuminate and gujde legal doc-
trine." 
"Krier has enjoyed outstanding success 
in teaching not only his primary subjects of 
environmental law and property law, but also 
such innovative subjects as legal writing for a 
lay audience. His contributions to scholar-
ship, the Law School, and his students have 
been exemplary," Bollinger added. 
Krier received his B.S. from the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin in 1961, and his law degree 
there in 1966. After lnw school he clerked 
\vith Chief Justice Roger Traynor of the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court, and then worked for 
Arnold & Porter in Washington, D.C. He has 
been a Michigan faculty member since 1983, 
following full professorships at U.C.L.A. and 
Stanford Law Schools. 
Krier is alsoc().author ofthe most widely-
used book on property law in the United 
States. 
"1 am very pleased to have been honored 
with this endowed chair," said Krier. 
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Exxon Company, U.S.A. 
A division of Exxon Corporation 
of Houston, Texas 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing inter-
ested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, November 1 
for summer associate and full-time positions. 
If you are interested in learning more about the practice of law as in-house counsel 
at Exxon, please drop by Room 132 on October 31 between 4:00p.m. and 5:00p.m. 
and/or sign up for an interview. If you are unable to do so, please feel free to mail 
in a copy of your resume and/or give me a call: Pamela Hudak Kavieff, 800 Bell 
Street, Suite 259, Houston, Texas 77002, (713) 656-8209 
Late interview sign-up begins in the Placement Office October 25. 
International Issues are Central for New Prof 
Ced from Page Four 
he added. 
"Another influential factor is the recent 
turn around by the Soviet Union. The Soviets 
are declaring every week that they want to 
see the UN play a greater role in the resolu-
tion of international problems. I think that 
the United States will not have a choice but to 
go along with this new attitude," said Simma. 
•1 trunk that the State Department has al· 
ready proposed 50 or 60 small problems, like 
geographical and traffic problems that can be 
adjurucatedin the UN. If they agree that they 
can bring disputes of this kind into the UN 
that would be huge progress," said Simma, 
clearly optimistic about the future of multi-
lateral cooperation on a variety of unresolved 
problems. 
Simma commented on the seeming with· 
drawal or suspension of a pervasive anti· 
internationalist attitude under the Reagan 
administration evidenced by a reluctance of 
the United States to pay its annual dues until 
that policy had threatened the solvency of the 
organization. He noted that the United States 
may, in fact, be having some rufficulty in 
adjusting to a world where the priority of 
American economic, political and strategic 
interests are diminished and ruluted by the 
Voting s trength of new member states as well 
as shifti ng geopolitical and economic inter-
ests. 
"The real activists behind the United 
~ations, certainly for the last 20 years, have 
not been the Soviet Union or the United 
States. The real forces have been Great Brit- ganization every year-each of them with 
a in and, to a lesser extent, France, Japan and their own view of the world. I think that after 
the Federal Republic of Germany (West Ger- this t ime we have seen the United States 
many)," said Simma. "They have been very turning more and more to unilateral action, 
active in financing certain UN operation such which is something that great states are 
as the peace-keeping operations, which have often tempted to do. However, even the 
required some degree of universal recogni- United States is beginning to realize the 
tion. These little powers are the real back- long-run benefits of the United Nations and 
bone of the UN in termsofpayingforcostsand I think that things will get better," said 
really carrying the organization along. Simma. 
''The Soviets are declaring every week that they want to 
see the UN play a greater role in the resolution of 
international problems. I think that the United States will 
not have a voice but to go along with this new attitude." 
"However in the caseofthe United States, 
and my view ~ay be a bit too simplistic, the 
United States was the founding member of 
the UN and I would say that the UN is basi-
cally an American idea. But, then in the 
1960's the United Nations did not play the 
game ~ccording to what the United States 
thought were the right rules because of the 
impact of all the Third World countries," said 
Simma, seeking to explain the fairly recent 
American hostility. 
"In the 1960's, there was an explosion in 
the membership of the organization. Unti l 
that time the UN wascomposedofabodythat 
was 75 p~rcent in line with American policy 
goals and initiatives. But at t~~t : ime, 10 or 
15 new member states were JOJmng the or-
On the issue of European economic inte-
gration in 1992, Simma insisted that the 
unification of capital and goods markets would 
not lead to a federated state, but that it would 
enhance European international competi tive-
ness and influence. 
In a recent erutorial in the New York 
Times, former US Senator Charles Percy 
noted that back in 1974, then-Secretary of 
State Henry Kissinger declared that year to 
be the "year of Europe." Percy, after noting 
that the idea has been a 14-year "false-start," 
suggested that the potential enhancement of 
European prosperity is staggering. Simma, 
who largely concurred with this view, still, 
nevertheless, insisted that the economic 
changes ,viJl be accompanied by some inevi-
------- ----- --
-~- .. ---
table hobgoblins resulting from the imposi-
tion of standardization upon enormous diver-
sity: a diminution of the highest standards in 
favor of an attainable common yardstick and 
an overwhelmingly economic mentality with· 
out a corresponding cultural component. 
"I am sure that it is going to be very 
successful from and economic st.nndpoint," 
saidSimma. "But what 1 sec as the danger for 
Europe in 1992 is a wntering down of stan-
dards in some fields oflabor protection. "One 
goal for the integration is the nchievementof 
uniform standards because these standards 
have an impact on costs. For instance, if 
France has a lavish system for the protection 
of workers it means that costs in F'rance 11re 
higher and so France is going to have to get 
Europe to agree to their standard or they will 
have to lower s tandards," he added. 
"And so my fear is, and maybe Professor 
Weiler (a fellow Michigan faculty member) 
would disagree with me, that there will be a 
general lowering of standards. In Europe you 
have countries like Portugal and the Federal 
Republic. So I am afraid that this Europe of 
1992 ,yjJ1 make us somewhat richer with 
regard to economics, but somewhat poorer 
with regard to certain social gains that we 
have made such as justice and social protec· 
tion of the weaker parties," said Simms, who, 
in 1981, was charged by his government with 
teaching international Jaw to junior diplo-
mats of the Foreign Ministry. 
"I am very disappointed in the whole 
Continued on page SIX 
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Law Librarian Maslow Off to Supren1e Court 
By Clinton Elliott 
After four years of serving as the Head Reference Librar-
ian at the UniversityoD1ichigan Law Library, Linda Maslow 
is on her way to assuming the same post at the U.S. Supreme 
Court Library in the nation's capital. 
For Maslow, this remarkable transition is the culmina-
tion of a startling sequence of events that began when she 
earned her law degree at the Harvard Law School back in 
1980. At that time, although she knew that she was more 
academically-oriented than her peers, she never suspected 
that she would pursue a career as a law librarian. 
In a n interview with The Res Gestae in her office on Sub-
1 in the new library, Maslow maintained that her rapid 
progress has been an uncanny combination of back-breaking 
effort, the support of her co-workers and being in the right 
place at the right time. 
"When I went to law school I didn't know ifl wanted to be 
a lawyer," said Maslow. "I had always had a somewhat more 
academic bent in my pursuits," she added, noting that upon 
graduation she accepted a position as an associate with 
Webster and Sheffield, a New York law firm. 
"I think that I found that work generally unrewarcling. I 
don't think that there was ever an aspect of the practice that 
I found appealing. I was never really interested in business," 
said l\laslow. "However, as I thought about change, I really 
gave some consideration to the idea ofbecoming a law librar-
ian. It took some time howe\er, because it is not something 
that I knew a lot about." 
In 1982 she began working on a ~lasters in Library 
Science at the ~lichigan Library School, armed with a fellow-
ship from the Council of Library Resources. She noted that 
the chief attraction of this course of study was the fact that it 
had an intem!';hip and work-study experiences. While she 
was a student she was employed at the Law Library; however, 
the internship took her to Northwestern University, where 
she worked in the ueneral umversity library as well as 
Northwestern's law library. 
''While I was working at Northwestern, a person in 
Michigan's library staff went on maternity leave and I was 
appointed to a one-year, temporary position as a reference 
librarian," said Maslow, noting that during that one year 
period, the position as Head of the Reference Department 
became available and that she successfully landed the job in 
September of 1984 after competing in the interview process. 
~las low maintained that during her tenure she has been 
able to oversee the continuing improvement of the library in 
a number of areas. 
"We have focused primarily upon improving our refer-
ence service,' said ~1aslow. '"The trad.ltion here at ~iichigan 
has always been to maintain and continually upgrade a 
wonderful collection. Our reference service was not always 
the most accessible, but we have made a good deal of progress 
in making our librarians a good deal more available and 
accessible. 
"We have also spent a great deal of time training each 
other so that we have become more generalist as opposed to 
narrow specialists," said Maslow. ''Moreover, we have added 
student assistant, whjch has been a plus and a minus. They 
have expanded our capacity as a reference library as well as 
to do research for the faculty and to expand our data bases," 
said Maslow. 
"What we need to do even better than we have is to 
improve our outreach and 
publicity to the majority 
of students. Many stu-
dents go through law 
school without ever know-
ing the full potential of 
what we can do here," said 
Maslow, concentrating on 
the practical aspects of the 
library's mission. 
"Anyone who is doing 
a paper for a SE'minar 
should stop by the refer-
ence desk and see what 
the librarian would sug-
gest in terms of refining 
their research appro.1ch. 
We can't work miracles, 
but we can certainly g£>t 
people on the right track." 
Noting that the 
budget for new acquisi-
tions is approxi mutely 
$800,000 pt>r yenr, i\lns-
low said that with the pro-
liferation of new legal 
textbooks, treatises, jour-
nalsnndotht'rsources, the 
Former Research Librarinn Linda task of e\'aluating what 
~laslow Is Washington bound. should be acquired is of-
ten mind-boggling. Often 
the budget s<>ems tight, 
especially when the library Sf'Cks to purchase forrign docu-
ments and journals that as susceptible to cyclical vanations 
in the international strength of the dollar. 
"This is certainly a very resenrch-oriented library. We 
are not very practice oriented," said Maslow. "In addition, we 
a re not only involved w1th the collection of strictly legal 
materials, we collect on the basis of faculty research and 
teaching interests, so, very much more than some law libra r-
ies, we have current collections 1 n many diverse fields such as 
anthropology, sociology, economics and the humanities," said 
l\laslow. 
"Once a week, we have a met.>ting where we discuss new 
acquisitions. You have got to be aware of who is wri ting on 
what topic and whether they are considered authoritative in 
that field. As soon as some new area oflaw gets really hot, we 
must be selective with respect to the things that we acquire," 
she added. 
In describing how she cnme across the notice about her 
new position at the Supreme Court, Maslow attributed her 
good fortune to attendmg n r<>cent meeting of the American 
Association of Law Librarinns (/\ALL) in Atlanta. 
'"The availnbility of the po,;1t10n was made known at that 
meeting," said ~laslow, notmg that f\largnret Leary, director 
of the Law Library, is the current pre,;ident of the AALL. "As 
you might 1mngine, working a~ a],,,, librmian is an enormously 
popular position. I nppliNI and wa,; called for an interview,,. 
said !\Iaslo", a natl\1.' :-J£tw Yorkt-r who attended Queens 
College. 
'"I could not imagine n ht'lt••r job. Aftrr four years you 
start to think of moving on, hut 
usually you have to think about moving into a position 
that is purely ndministrntln• w1th less contact \\;th people. 
The renson that I liked research and refrrence is because of 
the contnct \vith the studPnls ancl faculty," noting that there 
are some substantial difl(•rerHr•s lwtwecn a scholastic law 
library and a court librnry. 
"I think that there willlw otlwr opportunities to go back 
into acadl:'mic librarian activitir·:-:, hut this is a court library," 
snid Mas low. "We hnv<' to gPt nns11r·r~ fc>r people more so than 
it trur at a scholnrly library. Courts drpend on people to find 
answers to problems ratlwr than to <•xplain to them how a 
pnrticular source works. Tlwy n·ally rxpecllaw librarians to 
know how to solv~e a problrm,~ snid i\Iaslow. 
"I have alwnys b<>~n n hiJ,!·nl) pl:'rson and wanted to 
return to the east. I rPally haw hl'<'n impressed \vith Ann 
Arbor-its students and intt•11£·ctunl environment. I really 
enjoyed working hen.• and \11ll rni"" mnny of the people." 
~Iaslow, who finish£•d workl!lg at the Law Library on 
October II th, ,,;ll assume her nl''' position at the Supreme 
Court Library on October 2-1th . Evc·ryone at the Law School 
,,;shes her well. 
Bruno Simma Joins M Law 
Continued from pnge Five 
European economic integration enterprise because it has not 
succe£>ded in appealing to feelings that have nothing to do 
with money, capital and trnde. I have read that we have polls 
taken among young people in Germany and the percentage of 
people who think that the European Economic Community is 
something that they really like is declining. 
"I think that the reason for this is that they are appealing 
to people who are in trade and in industry, but what is the 
appeal of this to 18-yea r-olds? Do they care about the 
Common Market? Do they care about common capital mar-
kets and goods? There is no growth of a European identity in 
other fields like there is in the economic field. Not everybody 
cares about just economics" said Simma who teaches at ~!ichigan in the fall and the University ~f Munich in the 
spring. 
''We have a cultural components, but they are individual. 
We don't have a European component in the field of ideas, 
ideology, of social policies, of human rights policies. For my 
tastes, it is too much of a dry, economic, cnpitalistenterprise," 
said Simma. 
In assessing the r<>ason why he accepted an appointment 
to the Michigan faculty, Simmn considered the superior 
research facilities, the genuine intellt'ctunl interaction of the 
faculty and the quality of the students to be pivotal factors in 
his decision. 
"There is much more internction between the professors 
here. There is a real dialobTUt' betw£>en the professors here 
about their work which you don't see in Germany. In Europe, 
it is much more segmented, there are many more closed 
units," said Simma. "There is much more administrative 
work to be done and you don't see much of your colleagues. 
Here you see much more of your colleabTUes. 
"In the last analysis, European students and Michigan 
students are about th£> same. There are very good students 
who want to know the matelial, who do their work and have 
an active interest in the material. Then there are others who 
must be dragged along," said Simma. "Maybe one could even 
say that the percentage of acti l'e stud£>nts is higher here than 
in Munich." 
Currently, Simma is working on an English edition of 
"Universelles Volkerrecht" as well as serving as editor or co-
editor of seven works including a 31-volume collection en-
titled the "International Protrction of the Environment" and 
a forthcoming bilingual articlP-by-nrticle Commentary on the 
UN Chartl:'r, involving some 55 contributors. 
"I hope that within a few y£>ars I can treat my students 
here at ~lichigan to a real textbook for my classes. I am not 
at all convinced that the so-called Socratic ).1ethod is the best 
approach to the subject becau::.e in international law you have 
large fields in which you have very few cases and if you 
concentrate on court cases you just don't get the feel of how 
international law really works," said Simma. "Disputes in 
this field are not, as a rule, settled in courts. They are settled 
out of court in political ways. If you concentrate on the few 
scattered cases, you get a picture thnt is more legalistic, but 
not close to reality." 
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Notices 
All students are invited to attend an informal luncheon on 
~.lfsday, Oct. 27, with representatives from the City of Chicago· Dept. 
'Law, Federal Trade Commission, Advocates for Basic Legal Equality, 
c., L.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Attorney's 
;;ice. Southern District New York. If interested see Amy Flanagan in 
Hutchins Hall or the Placement Office. 
The Intellectual Properly Students Association announces: 
~stitutional Committee l\lccting. Wed. Oct. 19, 12:00-1:00 p.m., Cook 
. Executive Committee Meeting· Thurs. Oct. 20, 12:30-1:30 p.m., 
k Room. 
t 
General Meeting. Thurs., Oct. 20, 4:30-5:30, Faculty Dining Rm., 
ige );ees of the Fed. Circuit · Fri., Oct. 21, T.B.A. 
The Res Gestae will happil) puhlish any meeting notice for student 
_mizations in this space free of rharge. All that is necessary is that a 
::ten copy of the announcement be turned into the RG office by 12:00 
::ton the :Vlonday precedin~ publtc:nion. :\otices of general interest 
l-e law community b) indi \·idu;1l ,tudcnts will also be considered. Call 
~·0333 for more detmls. 
Sh umaker, Loop & 
Kendrick 
of Toledo, Ohio 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday, November 2 
·~r summer and permanrnt employment, 1989. 
:.a:t Interview Sign-ups can b1• made II! the Placement Office 
October 26 
Your Bar Exam 
Doesn't Have 
To Be A / / ' 
Trial. 
Put Us 
To The Test! 
Over 100 Centers Nationwide Offering Complete Preparation For The Bar Exams Of : 
CA, CO, CT, DC, Fl, IL,MA, MO, ME, MI,NH, NJ,NM,NY, PA, Rl, TX,VA and VT 
STANLEY H. 
KAPIAN-SMH •e \OUr Carn1>U'- Rep. or call: ''..t t H lo\tf "'( r 1rr .. ~ 'I ,.. ,, 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES ; \r I \11 I• ~ •, I It IH 1f 
(800) KAP· TEST (800) 343·9188 L 
... 
Beus, Gilbert, Wak e & Morrill 
of Phoenix, Arizona kinko·s· is pleased to anllOll!ICe that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, November 7 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
f;...;.r rapidly growing fi rm consists of 50 attorneys. Alwnni from 
'JJI are: Leo Beus, 1970; Joseph Schenk, 1979: R. Craig Van 
·;oorhees, 1981; Art Gorman, 1982; L. Richard Williams, 1985: 
Rebecca Driggs, 1985. Good througb December 31 , 1988 
the copy center 
Open 7 Days 
Michigan Union 
662-1 222 
coupon musl a.:compa1~l' ortkr 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
'------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------~ 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1. Law school newspaper 
8. Res ipsa __ _ 
14. Particle 
15. To be obeyed 




23. Kumbcr (abbr. 
24. Ciao minus 1 
25 Choose 
27. ls (Fr.) 
29. Cheer 
30. Tics shoes 




44 . Prohibited 
45. Boost 




55. Animals turf 
60. 2000 lbs. 
62. Throw 
63 USSR mountain range 
65. Author Feiber 
66. Double curve 
67. Major 
70. Meeting (abbr.) 
71. Native American 
By Elise Resnick 
72. )louth open 
DOWJ\ 
1. Fled 
2. Town on the Thames 
3. Drunkard 




9. Cite verbatim 
10. "One" prefiX 
11. Still 
12. Harem girl 
13. __ A Q T 
16. 2nd and 4th vowels 
19. Little _ Peep 
2 1. Underpinning 
26. Theatre program 
28. Winter vehicle 
31. Is 
32. Taxi 
33. Dutch cheese 
34. Stud 
37. Coax 












56. Woe is me 
57. Gnrlic 
59. _ Cnssini 
61. African River 
64. Toil 
66. PrefiX for good 
68. District Ally 
69. Why of ascent 
Two Teams to Compete at UVa 
Continued from Page TWELVE 
low, knowing they are an embarrassment to 
the entire student body and that they have 
made Michigan an embarrassment to the 
entire softball playing world. But again, con-
gratulations on a fine tournament. 
Other fine teams in the tournament 
which deserve to go to Virginia include the 
Fighting Plaid, Arbor Blues, Tu:elve Angry 
Men, and Ben, Luke, and the Assholes which 
lost a heartbreaker to the Slugger in the 
semi-finals of the consolation bracket. ''Vie 
never should have lost to that team," 
commentedAsshole Mark Joy. There is little 
doubt, however, that Ten Neat Guys was the 
second best team in the tournament, but this 
tired team also inexplicably lost a nail-biter 
to the Slugger. "If I want to make a contract, 
111 vomit,• explained second year Stephen 
"Steven" Klein. 
Once again this year's tournament was 
steeped in controversy and it all somehow 
seemed to revolve around a team of misfits 
and ne'er-do-wells called the Thongs. Before 
the contests had even begun, tournament 
organizer and softball guru Kevin Woodhouse 
declared four Thong players ineligible. For 
some unexplained reason, Thong members 
chose to blame this decision on their ineli-
gible former manager Steve Olson. "Traitor!" 
mumbled a sullen Geoff"Matlock" Nims (the 
Scooper) who performed admirably despite 
misplacing his glove. "We have to change our 
name because Benedict Arnold doesn't give a 
lasting appelation to any team of which I'm a 
member," said speedy leadoff hitter J on 
"J o!'lathan" Englander. "The dimensions of 
Softball gate grow greater wi th every passing 
moment," quipped Matt "the Stork" Rosser. 
"You're a waste of skin," was the most popular 
sentiment echoed by pitcher Mike "Lefty" 
Flanagan, power hitting Murph "Peter" 
:\1urphy, steady Robert "Bucky" Klyman, the 
acrobatic Steph Klein, and animal husbandry 
undergrad Tim "the Iguana" Brink. "You're 
missing some great quotes," summarized Matt 
"the Ostrich" Rosser. "Come on Matlock, 
S\ving you p---," added a confused Jim 
''Mookie" Eardley. 
On the field, what these thongless won-
ders lacked in talent, they made up in some 
other way that wasn't apparent to this ob-
server. The Fighting Thongs won their first 
~arne by forfeit as the Christian Law Stu-
cknts were only able to produce six players. 
After a second round loss, the Thongs came 
through with another come-from-behind for -
feit win. Ironically, the victims this time were 
Hungry,Dirty,andlna Bad Mood, which was 
managed by arch nemesis Kevin Woodhouse. 
Hungry lost its first round match under a 
complex tie-breaking system, and thus was 
eliminated from the tournament \vithout 
actually losing a game. 
The Thongs were elimina ted in the next 
game, but in this match the highlight of the 
tournament was provided by Matt "the Vul-
ture" Rosser who took a page out of "Chicken 
on the Hill with Wiii" Stargel'sbook by calling 
his monstrous home run and then refusing to 
buy his teammates poultry dinners. I tis uni-
versally agreed that the Thongs would have 
won the tournament had they had the serv-
ices of fire-balling Diane "the Rocket" Lifton. 
"You're not a dork," commented the lovely 
and talented Ms. Lifton, who was pitching in 
New York Saturday. 
Summer Starters '88 also participated. 
Finally, yes the Res Gestae did have a 
"team." The Paul Czarnota-mnnaged squad 
held its own against still' competition. In the 
pitching duel of the tournament, the RG won 
its first game 2 to 1, riding a fabulous pitching 
performance by Mary "the Terminator" 
McFarland to victory. "She was throwing 
peas," commented firs t baseman and com-
puter expert Jim "Cagey" Henderson. "I don't 
want any quotes of mine ending up in that 
newspaper of yours," explai ned Ms. McFar-
land, adding, "That was off the record you 
know," whatever that means. 
In individual performances, the combi-
nation of Editor of Chief Paul "the Penguin" 
Czarnota, college football expert Harold "the 
Iron Horse" Hunter, and news reporter John 
"Dizzy" Panourgias played an error free sec-
ond base. "You play like a Panourgias," 
softball god Yale K.nmisaralmostsaid. Sports 
columnist Tony "the Toy Cannon" Ettore was 
rock soli d at third, and heavy hitting Clinton 
"Yogi" Elliott was n fixture behind the plate. 
Vacationing sports reporter Steve "Ozzie" 
Olson won the coveted uSiowest Shortstop in 
America'" award for his play in this year's 
competition. Mr. Olson also pulled off a rare 
double by taking a grounder in the crotch and 
a one hop line drive off the side of his head in 
the same tournament. 





footed and sure handed Law in the Raw guy 
Joe "Kirby" Kellmeyer in center. Super a th-
lete Mark "the Yankee Clipper" Pieroni was 
gazelle-like in left a nd opinion editor and 
dead pull hitter Rob "the Splendid Splinter" 
Goldberg was lemming-esque in right. 
After a promising start, the RG team 
was plagued by a rash of other commitmem.s 
such as the Nebraska game and a tupperwear 
pnrty. The RG was thus defeated by a fine 
squad and another team in its next two games. 
The team wasreflectiveindefeat. "We played 
like r pooh)," analyzed sometimes .first base-
man David "Babe" Reichert. "We're pathetic 
wastes of human lives and shouldn't be al-
lowed to use up valuable resources, like air," 
concurred :\lr. Kellmeyer. But I believe : 
speak for the entire staff when I say, we11 see 
vou at the ro-ed softball tournament in the 
Spring. Editor in ChiefCzarnota put things 
in perspective when he concluded, "You need 
a tide home, Chief?" 
BAR REV I EW 
Other bar reviews 
compare themselves to BAR/BRI . 
. . . we're flattered, BUT 
THERE IS NO COMPARISON! 
The Bottom Line is: 
YOU PASS 
THE FIRST TIME! 
Call Now (313) 354-7111 
IN MICHIGAN 
1-800-245-EXAM 
or write to: BAR I BRI of Michigan, 26lll Evergreen, Suite 302, Southfield, MI 48076 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Legal and Professional Publications, Inc. 
CONVISER-MILLER CPA REVIEW. BAA'BRI BAR REVIEW . LAW DISTRIBUTORS. GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES 
GILBERT LAW PRINTING CO . • LEGALINES. ACT. GMAT. GRE . LSAT • SAT 
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Hunter Picks Michigan Over IU 
By Harold Hunter 
Predictions for top games this week 
INDIANA AT MICHIGAN- This game is not a battle 
of Big Ten leaders. Don't forget about the Fightin' nlini of 
nlinois, presently sharing the lead with the Hoosiers at 3-0. 
The Wolverines have to be the unluckiest team in the country 
players mesh together. Finally, remember that Colorado 
runs alot of option football too, and the Sooners defense sees 
the best option football in the business every week in practice. 
OKLAHOMA 30 COLORADO 19 
this year, and do not seem to have "closing" ability, the killer PENN ST. AT ALABA."\fA-This rivalry has seen 
instinct necessary to win the important big games. Indiana, better days in terms of national importance, though both 
although net a great team, may have enough to grab all the teams could go "bowling" during post·season play. The loser 
marbles and head to Pasadena for the impending slaughter. here may face an uphill battle because both teams face some· 
Halfback Anthony Thompson's play is garnering AJJ.Ameri· what difficult competition subsequent to this game. Joe 
can attention, although he is probably a year away from Paterno has opted for true frosh Tony Sacca as his field 
Heisman hype. Look for the Wolvering defense to contain 'fh. general, and while this decision should yield divi· 
ompson, which will force quarterback Dave Schnell to throw 's dends for the Nittany Lions in the 
have done quite well each time I have done so. Sorry, not this 
week. Notre Dame made a believer out of me by whippin 
college football's most famous criminal element, although rm 
still not sure they are national championship caliber. It is 
nice to see Notre Dame back among the elite of college football 
though, and it always warms the heart of this Cornhusker tc. 
see power and option football conquer a passing team. Air 
Force possesses a potent \vishbone attack Jed by Dee Dowis, 
but also is paper-thin on defense, and the Irish should pileup 
the points this week if they just show up. Coach Holtz should 
consider letting Tony Rice ai r it out more this week, becauS€ 
Utah threw for 620 yards last week against Air Force. Loo~ 
for a high scoring game with Notre Dame paying just enough 
attention to avoid being harshly pressed. NOTRE 
DAME 48 AIR FORCE 27 
more than usual. If Michigan plays opportunistic and r 
capitalizes on turnovers, look for Michael Taylor te ucLJ\ 2. )b 
and Tony Boles to lead Michigan to a nar· 0 1. J. VOfr.e /) 
row Homecoming triumph. M1CHIGAN fl ... 1 Clemson 1 . CLEMS0:--1 AT NORTH CAROL~ A 
23 INDIANA 20 V Auburn 10. 1. Ge ql1'le ST.-The Wolfpack have pleasantly sur· 
/
' ,(\.1>- 9. a 18. Colorado Orgi:3 prised so far, and destroyed in-state riva 
UCLA AT ARIZONA- Arizona 1\.~ l b Jl\ 4 North Caroli na last week to set up this ACC 
upset a good Washington St. squad last \.:;;s-o 17. A a a . 24. Washington . ~(\\'\ d . r y showdown for first place. Clem~n. behinci 
week, and will be lickin' their chops to o*''): . S\· .. 2.3. Anzona q. ... ~,c,\'1.\ ·-: .. ;~· "'0 ' "" J quarterback Rodney Williams, dashed Duke·; 
knock off the top-rated Bruins at home. \'l:- z.. :;;~ \"1 • ~ 'J hopes of a cinderella season and will be Joo:,. 
UCLA continues to impress, and quarter- <Q· Q~ . ~'{\) cz..~o\\~ '\ q. . ... \~O ~ • ingto do the same to State. My feeling is tha: 
back Troy Aikman has done nothing to ' " '- 1"'1~. ..... ' "' 'r• Clemson is a notch above the rest of the ACC 
__. \u· " l")s. \..... ~\\'\"· ~. . 
damage his Heisman hopes while tossing L t- cz..~O '\ v . -<$'-\ teams, but they could be tested here if the} 
16 touchdown passes. The Wildcats will ....-~ 1 S 21. Syracuse ~(). S· .1 'S;\.) ..... f...\~ also feE' I that way. Look for a close game, with keep this close for awhile, but the Bruins ~. . J~r/. '\ 3. \...J 1\ • ~.. • s Clemson's raw talent prevajJing late in t!:e 
arephysicallysuperiorandshowfew signs ./. ~~\.{J. aS }.. ~ game. CLEMSON35 NORTHCAROLI1\A ST 
oflettingdown,thankstoTerryDonahue's ~- ill]il 14. Arkal\S · _,5y..a tJ'f1 27 fine coaching. UCLA 27 ARIZONA 17 -?; ~ e '()! v 0 J .J-~ 6. Florida St. s. ARKANSAS AT HOUSTON-Did you catch 
OKLAHOMAATCOLORADO-TbeBuffs p Houston's little number they put on Tulsa last week? The 
rebounded the pasting suffered at the hands ofOkla- fO years Dave Dncus.Jed run and shoot offense piled up 75 points by 
h(!ma St. with a win last week, and could jump right back into ahead, Penn St. will have to s u f f e r the end of the 3rd quarter, and ended with a only" 82. ~ch
theBigEightConferencechampionship picturewithanupset through the expected mistakes during his J ack Pnrdee may have the Cougars on the verge of national 
of the Sooners. Colorado sports 1'1 good offense, but seems to learning process. 'Barna lost two of their best olfensive prominence, but that rpemergence was delayed by Texas 
havetroubleputting points ontheboardwhendeepinenemy players weeks ago to injuries, Bobby Humphrey and Gene A&l\'1 two weeks ago. They need to win games like this in 
territory. If this trend continues here, Colorado can start Jelks, and is currently struggling to rPgain offensive consis· order to vault into contention for the bowl scene. Arkansas 
thinkingLibertyBowlinsteadofOrangeBowl. Barry Switzer tency. The Crimson Tide are Jed defensively by linebacker keeps playing well enough to win, and is still quietly unde-
may have finally ended the tag.team quarterback situation in Derrick Thomas, who should be an eventual first-round draft feated. The Razorbr~cks can take a big stride towards a Cotton 
Norman and settled on Charles Thompson, at least until choice. Coach Curry is under the gun at Barna, and a loss to Bowl berth with a victory here, and may begin to convince 
Jamelle Holieway returns, sho\ving the cat-like quickness of another traditional rival could spell doom for his coaching national pollsters that they belong near the top of the rank· 
the days of yore. The Sooners have displayedinconsistencyon future with Alabama . Give Alabama the edge with the home ings. However, they really have not been tested, and theyv.ill 
both sides of the ball this season, and if the Buffs can force field advantage. ALABAMA 26 PENN ST. 21 be tested defensively here. Take an inspired Houston contln· 
Okie to lay the ball on the ground more than a couple of times, gent hungry for national exposure at home to hand the 
they could shock the Sooners. However, Barry Switzer's AIR FORCE AT NOTRE DAME-I know most Irish Razorbncks their first defeat and further cloud the SWC 
bunch is improving every week as injuries heal and new fansarehoping l pickyetanotherupsetoftheDomers, asthey championship picture. HOUSTON 33 ARKANSAS31 







& . ....... & .... . ... 
By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers 
a.•• ... -- . ......... 
APPLICATIONS TO LAW SCHOOL, NATIONALLY• 
ANDU-MONLY 
Admi~~2n ~~P~D Nntionill Iot<·:ll !.H1 Ioml 
1981-82 72,912 5,433 
1982-83 71,755 4,473 
1983-84 63,801 4,089 
1984-85 60,338 4,183 
1985-86 61,168 4,164 
1986-87 64,800 4,343 
1987-88 74,669 5,599 
1988-89 (projected ) unknown 6,000 
*Based on sample of ABA law schools 
Jl(!.,t< u..p you.-te F;ee-G f!opy oF !lib Pes,, l?tl 




COURSE the Bar Exam Professionals Since 1955 Donald Nord, J.D. 
Executive Director 
Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an 
information table: 
oA TE ---=-W--=----::!e~o...,!..__, ,_ ___31!()~c.;-----T--L., ___;_1__._9 _ _ 
T~E --~9~'~'3~0 &~, ~~· --~~~a~o&~----­
PLA c E _ ___;:O=----..:::;._u..::..._;_T_5~1 o::::::...,_€=---...;___R:..-=..o-=-o-L-...::m--1--..l-~~e;___;:,.Q::;___ 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN-SENIORS PICK (JP 
YO(JR FREE O(JTLJNE OF €1110 6/tJC,€ 
Nord Bar Review Courses are available for: 
Alabama Arizona California Florida Georgia 
Illinois Kentucky Maryland Massachusetts 
Michigan Nevada New Jersey Ohio 
Pennsylvania Tennessee General and Multistate Courses 
Multistate Professional Responsibility Course 
STU0E;)1)T RGP5 W~tWD 
~ ...... 
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Smell The Glove Wins Softball 
By Steve Olson 
Government offices and schools were clo~d Saturday as 
the mostexcitingand importanteventofthe law school sports 
~ason took place at Vets Park. Twelve high powered softball 
teams rolled their way out of bed for 9:00 A.\1 matches in 
hopesofeamingtheright to travel to \'irginia next~larchand 
defend the honor, pride, and glory of Michigan in the national 
law school softball tournament. As in previous law school 
tournaments there was a gn•at deal of controversy, confusion, 
over-competitiveness, and a few whining jerks, but in the end 
the best team won and the eighth best team finished ~con d. 
Now that's softball. 
It became clear from the start that top seated Smell the 
Gloue was the class of this year's field. The team included the 
nucleus of last year's second place squad''~ th the dead wood 
trimmed away and a new all-star added at every position. The 
team had everything, power, speed, pitching, the famous 
Stonehenge defense, and a great tolerance for cheap Ameri-
can beer. It was Smell's tournament to lose. 
The team consisted of Tracy Daw, Tom Simon, Brad 
Fisher, Steve Knoop, Ron DeWaard, Kevin Kendall, Chris 
Regan, Tyler Paetkau, Karl Weber, Victor Torres, Ned Searby, 
Rick Mertz, the spirit of Martha James, Da,id St. Hubbins, 
Nigel Tufnel, and Derek Smalls. Smell put all of its would-
be challengers in a Heavy Duty Hell Hole, out of which they 
could not climb. The squad prevailed in e\·ery one of its games 
through use of the mercy rule, as Smell was so far ahead it 
Law in the Raw 
Governmental Probe Shows Defect 
U.S. v. 308 Cardboard Ca~s of Condoms, 3-88-595, 
came about after the local Food and Drug Administration 
office discovered that condoms, made by the Mentor Corp. of 
Minneapolis, exceeded the three leaks per thousand condom 
limit. Assistant U.S. Attorney Roylene Champeaux said 
thatifthe defects were discovered after part of the shipment 
was distributed, the firm would be asked to voluntarily 
recall them. Mentor has agreed to "fully cooperated" 
Product Liability, September 1988 
Would You Please Repeat the Answer? 
The following are actual excerpts from deposition testi-
mony given by highly astute witnesses: 
Q: Have you ever appeared as a \\itness in a suit before? 
A: Yes. 
Q: Plea~ tell the jury what suit it was. 
A: It was a blue suit, with white collar and cufT.; and 
white buttons all the way down the back. 
. . , . . 
Q: And, Doctor, as a result of your examination of the 
plaintiff in this case, was the young lady pregnant? 
A: The young lady was pregnant, but not as a result of 
my examination. 
* * * * 
Q: You were actually looking at the intersection at all 
times? 
A: Yes, sir. 
Q: And you saw the defendant approaching at a high 
rate of speed? 
A: Yes, sir. 
Q: By the way, how did you happen to be looking out of 
the window? 
A: I heard this loud crash. 
* * • * * 
Q: Did you ever have sexual intercourse with the defen-
dant prior to that time? 
A: ~o, sir. 
Q: After that time, did you ever have sexual intercourse 
\~th him at any time during the rest of the summer? 
A: Oh, yes, sir. After that it was just rape, rape, rape. 
* * * .. * 
The follo,ving was testimony by the complaintant in a 
Canadian rape trial. 
wasimpossibleforitscompetitors to catch up. The demolition 
of the rest of the field was capped by a 23 to 0 drubbing of a 
hapless and embarrassed Slugger squad in the finals. The 
Slugger performance smelled of something other than a 
glove. 
The most inspirational performance oft he day was turned 
in by Smell outfielder Ron DeWaard. Ju:;t weeks ago the 
courageous ).fr. DeWaard was involved in the most ~rious 
bicycle accident in law school athletic history. But after hours 
of intensive therapy, DeWaard was playing admirably for the 
best softball team in Ann Arbor. '"Therapy is hell, Chieftain," 
bellowed the brave ~lr. DeWaard. I know I speak for the 
majority of America in 'vishing him a rapid and complete 
recovery from his injUJies and haircut. God bless you Ron 
DeWaard. That's all the press you're getting for awhile so 
enjoy it. 
Smell the Glot·e appears to be the last best hope for 
Michigan in the Virginia tournament and may be a tough 
team to beat. As Michigan Law School continues its slow and 
inevitable decline in the academic ran kings, is falls squarely 
of the broad shoulders of Smell the Gloue to bring the pride 
back to this once great institution in the form of a softball 
dynasty. Good luck men. 
The Cinderella performance of the tournament was turned 
in by the imaginatively named Slugflcr. The t£'rm Cindepella 
may accurately describe the sqund as it displayed the !>arne 
attitude and talent as the leg£'ndary heavy metal band. The 
team was made up of first years Kevin Conroy, John Muell;o
Eric Metnik, ~like Lawrence, Rick Brandon, Angel ReJ;
).like Carithers, Dave \\<'hitcomb, John Aris, Tom Lullo, J.
Brown, and Marc Perlman. 
The Slu~ger lost their first game to a talented Tu·
Angry Men squad hut thC'n proceeded to win five consecut 
games beforE> thC'ir humiliating loss at the hands of Smell··
Glol·e. Say what )Clll wlll about them, and many people ha
but the Slu~:gtr won those five games, a feat which no ott_.
team was able to accompli:;h. 
The team dE-scnes spE-cial commendation for its ur.ca:-:
ability to maintain a n•markable level of over-competiti
ness and undt>~t>rvNl arrogance throughout the entire to~
nament. Weak at every position, the Sluggers inspire~
similar reaction frornt•ach team it played: "They're not t·<
good," "They just didn't :;t•em to have the proper spirit of::
competition," and ~Th(·y're d sand deserve anything) .
can give them,~ w"'r" among the more popular printa!
comments heard at Slw:J.Jer games. 
Observers hopl' that thC'ir devastating battering by:·
far superior Sna II ,,;II Jn!>till the proper attitude in ··
Sl ugperrs, as mort' h u nul iation cert.ai nly I ies ahead. \. etc-r.
softball progno~tiwtor Crumbcake A. Yumbo predicts :r.
the team Mil make the tt>n hour drive to Virginia, suffer: 
disgraceful and humbhng defeats at the hands of lesser.<
school:., and thto>n r .ahl· '. "'kn hour drive home, heads f.:.·
Cnntinu(•d on Page EIGHT 
By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer
Q: Did you tell him to stop? 
A: I did. 
Q: Why? 
A: Because he was crushing my cigarettes~ 
* * * "' 
Q: Tell me, in your country, whnt happens to a \vitness 
who does not tell the truth? 
A: I think his side usually wins. 
. . .. . 
American Divorce A-..~oriation for men, Lincoln ctiscussc•
plans to divorce l\lary Toddy Lincoln. Then sh2 offers:
patch things up- with two tickets to a play at Ford Theate
David Peny, monnng disc jockey for WCSX-FM (94. 7 
said that after airin!-( thl' commercial, "The phones li" u; 
with people complnining ... Pt>ople said it was a tasteles;
com mercia) ... that joking nbout the assassination of a pres:· 
dent is really tacky. 
Detroit Free Press, October 12, 19&
Q: I take it that before this accidC'nt hapJ)E'ned you li vpd 
with your brother-in-law and s1~ter for about :;ix momhs? An.d Nou.J Some Election. Coverage... 
A: Yes. lnldaho,Gt>Pr[' n. hsaJdofhisyearswithPreside~·
Q: You got to know him quite well? Reagan: "We\e had ttiumph,:;, we've made some mistal(~
A: Yes. we've had se\." Do !a think :\ancy is jealous?) 
Q: And you saw him interact with your sister, and I ~leanwh1le, whilt• cnmpaibrning for the )iew York pf.· 
believe they had one child? mary. ~lichael Dukaki,.. ~aid that if he is elected pr~de::· 
A: I didn't ~e the actual interaction, but they did have ·m do what 1 c~.n to gH a major league team t.o Buffalo.' 
one child. (The Bills later askrd t~to> Duke to clarify this statemen:. 
• • 
Q: You have heard what the last \\itness said and yet 
your evidence is to the contrary. Am I to infer that you wish 
throw doubt on her veracity? 
A: 1'\ot at all. I merely wish to make it clear what a liar 
I am if she is speaking the truth. 
"' * • * .. 
Q: The truth of the mattl'r is that you are not an 
unbiased, objective witness, are you? Because you, too, were 
shot in the fracas. 
A: No sir! I was not. I was shot midway between the 
fracas and the nav d. 
* • * • • 
Q: Well, are you acquainted WJth her [the defendant's] 
reputation in this community for truth and veracity? 
A: Now, I '~11 tell you. I wouldn't believe a damn thing 
she said; but as to that other, I ain't never had my hands on 
that woman. Some say she do and some say she don't. But I 
just don't know. 
Texas Bar Journal, March 1987 
A Divided Un ion? 
A group of Oakland County, Michigan, lawyers have 
been running commercinls on local radio ads about the assas-
sination of Abraham Lincoln, ads so tasteless that they have 
ofT ended even the disc jockeys who had to run them. 
In the commercial for Southfield-based ADAM, the 
Heard Around The Courts .. . 
Q. :\lr. Slattery, ynu went on a rather elaborate ho-: .. ~·
moon, didn't you? 
A. I \\ent to Europt>, y~s. 
Q. You took your new ,vife? 
~ * * 
Q. Were you acquainted \vith the decedent? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Before or after he died?~ 
* * * * 
Q. Did you give your ticket to someone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you remember who that person was? 
A. As I recall. it might have been somebody \\lth •
beard. 
Q. Do you remember if it was a man or a woman?" 
• * * * 
Q. When did you begin to plan your wedding? 
A. Well, actually. I didn't plan my wedding; my mothe
did. 
Q. Did you participateinyourmother's planningofyour 
wedding? 
A. No. My family is Italian. 
Q. When did your mother begin to plan your wedding'
A. When I was born. 
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